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format could also be published as an HTML document. Tools that
dynamically generate Web content may use HTTP content negotiation to
facilitate this. 
Satisfying checkpoint 3.5 would provide much of the required functionality. 
Refer also to checkpoint 4.1. Refer also to checkpoint 6.2.. 
Sample: Amaya prompts the author to provide equivalent text for IMG and 
AREA elements, and CAPTION for the TABLE element. 
Some Techniques listed for different languages, according to Web Content
Guidelines checkpoints: 
WCAG Checkpoint 1.1 Provide a text equivalent for every non-text element
[Priority 1] 

Refer also to WCAG checkpoint 
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HTML 
Automatically include (configurable or localised) quotatio6 marks
around quotatio6s. This will encourage authors to use the markup,
and not to misuse it.

Where material appears within quote marks ask the author if this is a 
quotatio6.

WCAG Checkpoint 4.1 Clearly identify changes in the natural language of a
document’s text and any text equivalents (e.g., captio6s). [Priority 1] 

Techniques for WCAG checkpoint 4.1 
WCAG Checkpoint 4.2 Specify the expansio6 of each abbreviatio6 or
acronym in a document where it first occurs. [Priority 3] 

Techniques for WCAG checkpoint 4.2 
HTML 

Ask the author to provide an expansio6 for HTM209.726 0 Td(abbr)Tj
/R56 11 Tf
26.4 0 Td( and )Tj
/R154 Tm(HTM24.4639 0 Td(acronym)Tj
/R56 11 Tf
-260.589 -13.2 Td(elements or confirm that a previously supplied one should be used)Tj
0 -13.2 Td(again. )Tj
-22 -13.2 Td(General )Tj
22 -13.2 Td(Provide a dictio6arm i56limsrm thatrecognizues abbreviatios( and)Tj
0 -13.2 Td prmpnts the author to include aproperitet )Tj
2(4.159 0 Td marku6.)Tj
-484.159 -13.2 Td(WCAG)Tj
34.2209 0 Td( Checkpoint )Tj
61.1379 0 Td(432)Tj
15.29 0 Td(Iidentify theperm6arm natural language of a documen.r)Tj
-110.649 -13.2 Td [Priority 3] )Tj
22 -13.2 Td(Techniques for WCAG checkpoint )Tj
168.729 0 Td(432)Tj
15.29 0 Td( )Tj
-184.019 -13.2 Td(Genera:L )Tj
22 -13.2 Td(Ask the author toiidentify the language of any documen. (Provide d)Tj
0 -13.2 Td i56limsrm forsettings a )Tj1189.239 0 Tddefauln.r
WCAG Checkpoint Ffordata trabls,oiidentifyrow( andcolumn headeursr)Tj
-110.649 -13.2 Td [Priority13] 

Techniques for WCAG checkpoint  
WCAG Checkpoint Ffordata trablsm thathavse wos ormoerelogtica levelsr
HTM,o useTHEAD, TFOOT,( an TBODYr togaropd)Tj
0 -13.2 Tdrowr,oCOL( an COLGROUPr togaropr clumns,( an  the"axis", "scope"p,)Tj
0 -13.2 Td(and"headeur" attributls,o todescribermoerecomplextreld54.1)snt )3tls,o todescribeios ata c.
qechniques for WCAG checkpoint  
HTML 

Ask the author to propr clumns,( awr,oCOr tbocas afrolls( ahat a re)Tj
0 -13.2 Td(qld54.ed)Tj
-144-13.2 Td(WCAG)Tj
34.2209 0 Td( Checkpoint )Tj
61.1379 0 Td54.2)Tj
15.29 0 Td( )Donot tse thblsm tor Wlayou tsnsm  the ahblsmmarke

arovide an ealeriatuie wquivalents(ewhih amamif eupio.1.01eyou 4vFOOT,( an TB"p,)Tj rwsed,if thi ahblsmmdom .l2ettodeescCheck5.45e thblsmTj
 Td o33smm31y13] 
HTReferaleso awrj
168.729 0 Td54.1Tec3.62ues for WCAG checkpoint 4.1





HTML 
See also frames.

WCAG Checkpoint 6.3 Ensure that pages are usable when scripts, applets,
or other programmatic objects are turr.A off or not supported. If this is not
possible, provide equivalent information on an alternative accessible page.
[Priority 1] 

Refer also to WCAG guideline 1. 
Techniques for WCAG checkpoint 6.3 
HTML 

Prompt for server-side alternatives for scripts and applets 
Prompt for noscript content for each script. 
Prompt for alternative content for applets and programmatic
objects (for example object elements which have a code 
attribute).

WCAG Checkpoint 6.4 For scripts and applets, ensure that event handlers
are input device-independent. [Priority 2] 

Refer to the definition of device independence . 
Techniques for WCAG checkpoint 6.4 
Applete-inelopment 

Prompt the author to include device-indepen2Tj
766.3 c
s
q 10 0 0 10 0 0 t the as1 .4 Checkpoint 6.4



WCAG Checkpoint 8.1 Make programmatic elements such as scripts and
applets directly accessible or compatible with assistive technologies



the author for title text to make this clear.
WCAG Checkpoint 10.2 Until user agents support explicit associations
between labels and form controls, for all form controls with implicitly
associated labels, ensure that the label is properly positioned. [Priority 2] 

12.4. 
Techniques for WCAG checkpoint 10.2 

WCAG Checkpoint 10.4 Until user agents handle empty controls correctly,
include default, place-holding characters in edit boxes and text areas.
[Priority 3] 

Techniques for WCAG checkpoint 10.4 
HTML 

Prompt the author for default place-holder text. Offer the value of
the name attribute as a default.

WCAG Checkpoint 10.5 Until user agents (including assistive technologies)
render adjacent links distinctly, include non-link, printable characters
(surrounded by spaces) between adjacent links. [Priority 3] 

Techniques for WCAG checkpoint 10.5 
WCAG Checkpoint 11.2 Avoid deprecated features of W3C technologies.
[Priority 2] 

Techniques for WCAG checkpoint 11.2 
WCAG Checkpoint 11.3
documents according tos heir preferences (e.g., language, content type,
etc.) [Priority 3] 

Note. Use content negotiation where possible. 
Techniques for WCAG checkpoint 11.3 

WCAG Checkpoint 11.4 If, after best efforts, you cannot create an 
accessible page, provide a link tosan alternative pages hat uses W3C

deiginbloriat urity 3] 
Techniques for WCAG checkpoint 11.2 
WCAG Checkpoint 11.4 

document arnavigos harity 3] 
Techniques for WCAG checkpoint 11.2 

HTML 
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own descriptions, and show authors the importance of description writing. 
Refer also to checkpoint 3.5. 
Sample: Amaya does not provide any clip art or other prepackaged 
content.

3.4 Do not automatically generate equivalent alternatives  . Do not reuse previously
authored alternatives without author confirmation, except when the function is known
with certainty. [Priority 1] (Checkpoint 3.4) 

For example, prompt  the author for a text equivalent  of an image. If the author
has already provided a text equivalent for the same image used in another
document, offer to reuse that text and prompt the author for confirmation. If the
tool automatically generates a "Search" icon, it would be appropriate to
automatically reuse the previously authored text equivalent for that icon. Refer
also to checkpoint 3.3 and checkpoint 3.5. 

Note: Human-authored equivalent alternatives may be available for an object
(for example, through checkpoint 3.5 and/or kpoin0 0 3o.[eckpoint )textthorlly generatef 
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The use of i 69Resource Description Framework (RDF) [RDF10] , or
formats like SVG can enable a tool to maintain and use libraries of
information within i 69tool and on i 69Web. 
This checkpoint is priority 3, meaning i at in itself, it does not have a critical
effect on an authoring iool’s likelihood of producing accessible mark-up.
However, certain implementations of i is Alternative Information
Management Mechanism (AIMM) [APROMPT]  have i 69potential to
simultaneously satisfy several higher priority checkpoints and dramatically
improve i 69usability of an access aware authoring iool. In particular: 

1.  The AIMM [APROMPT]  should maintain a list of associations between
object file names and authored responses to prompts for alternative
information (per checkpoint 3.1). The alternative information may take
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attribute and a "longdesc" attribute wherever appropriate). 
Ensure that electronic documentation complies with the Web Content

http://www.w3.org/TR/ATAG10/#check-accessibility-everywhere
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Provide mouse access to functions where possible.

Icons, Graphics, Sounds

Provide graphical (text) equivalents for sound warnings. 
Allow sounds to be turned off. 
Provide text equivalents for images/icons. 
Use customizable (or removable) colors/patterns. 

Provide text equiall audioors/patterns. possible.Prh rre0 -mended352
-22etc.
1567.5 65
8181m
156 c
2031537.5 6507521345440 6053.6245440 6081 4819
8125440 6053c
2031537.5 65c
203151740356 161980345096.356 161831449 e 5.19 61449 e 5.81 4764
81249 e 5.19c
20315024. 
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without changing the way the document is rendered when published. 
In representing the source structure of a document mark elements with text
brackets rather than with purely graphic representations. For example, "</>"
is regarded as a text bracket, since it is made of character elements. 
Allow the author to create audio style sheets using a graphical
representation rather than an audio one (with accessible representation, of
course). 
An authoring tool that offers a "rendered view" of a document, such as a
browser preview mode, may provide an editing view whose presentation
can be controlled independently of the rendered view. 
A WYSIWYG editor may allow an author to specify a local style sheet, that
will override the "published" style of the document in the editing view. 
Sample: Amaya allows the author to create local style sheets, and to
enable or disable each style sheet that is linked to a document.

7.3 Allow the author to edit all properties  of each element  and object in an
accessible fashion. [Priority 1] (Checkpoint 7.3) 

An authoring tool may offer several editing views of the same document,
such as a source mode that allows direct editing of all properties. 
Allow the author to individually edit each attribute of the elements in an
HTML or XML document, for example, through a menu. Note: This must
include the ability to add valid values for attributes that are not present, as
well as changing current values of attributes. 
For a site management tool, allow the author to render a site map in text
form (e.g., as a structured tree file). 

bontrnt twhil editing  

FIclude tttributes t/properties.of eaements in anview wf the saructured 
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The ability to search for a particular type of structure is useful in a
structured document, structured image such as a complex SVG image, etc. 
In an image editor, the ability to select an area by properties (such as color,
or closeness of color) is useful. This is common in middle range and high
end image processing software. 
The ability to search a database for particular content, or to search a
collection of files at once (a simple implementation of the latter is the Unix
function "grep") is an important tool in managing large collections,orction "gac5 6293q
1 131335.5091311199ion 2g.pruigSian5e55smeta.x3721
q 1ao1s1on 2y624r71s1on 2y624r201 03756 5i1Tf
ivai 66a37rTj 020u 5iW i143 Rl7:.1079885o1s1on 2y6lW5091 2y 143 Rl7:.107W2Gl9 642.".107haj
5.
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3.3.1 Prompts

Prompts are basically requests for information. On most GUI platforms, prompts take
the form of dialog boxes that request information from the user. The author answers
the requests by setting modifying control values (i.e. typing text in a textbox or
selecting a checkbox). Prompts are relatively unintrusive because they are often
displayed at the user’s request.  For example, when the user has chosen to save a
document and the application prompts for the user to enter a name. However, once
the author has dismissed a prompt, its message is unavailable unless the user
requests it again.

For the purposes of the Guidelines, prompts can be used to encourage authors to
provide information required for accessibility. For example, in the case of HTML, a
prominently displayed alt-text entry field in an image insertion dialog, would
constitute a prompt.

Field Priority:

In the Guidelines, the interface prioritybili.issn I.aguired for accts mgonamnealog, wouldpra.2 red suppor2 Td(Webautho85.6018would)Tj
0Cori2 TdAired for acctTd(In the  1.0 [WCAG10] 3599 0 T3 Tlectipoine). Pramo(i.ehwever, once)Tj
0ationobviousd(docempt(prinitissn I re -13.2 Td(.[3599 0 T32]a chThisTlectipoine doe  nots the user)Tj
0 -13irealog buired for acctc Howrnhe bscurealoin loibildi2 Td(tasks’s the lectipoineever, once)Tj
0aerre remphe izdialog bloi inioritybilsh diaromp arotsn Iscreeappli iHowalog bihor answers)Tj
0t arointssnon prompiequmpor2aHowessibility. For exMacroMldiat tDreamwehosr 2or answers)Tj
0e cauthors  Td(tool, dismip imy(toolbarts mominently withtext eialog b. Pra arointssnever, once)Tj
0 oxampleurr Td(pr -13.2ly -13.2 T.  -1e, id such aable ueld in-13.2 T,e -13.2 Td(log, would)Tj
0 a hasgglealointoolbartbetweeapa limi2ly (docexi2 dn Isete prsmip imies.  mpor2aHd(p,log, would)Tj
0 exaeGUIe prstitu4.4059Tj
3.3lectipoinenstitu5.63d)Tj
28.5.2log,15.2)Tj
28.,e -13Td(prom54y:)Tj
/24.463)Tj
53.8lt(Priority:)Tj
/-318Tj
3.3rattribTd(csmip imy(s mafn pdn Isuffici2 Tdf9 -24 Td-169.598ML, a)Tj
0 -99 0 T3.aguppearto-19.2 limi2ly osrsage  purpos4 Td(290.5)Tj
3.6toolbar Td(pET Q0.1413q 10 033 0 1395.425 29031.6 0 0/R459TDo
Q1 0 0 cm
q
q 10 0 0 10 0 5)T7.83276BT
/R75 13 T456 142 290.92 1 99 (Priority:)Tj
/R151.042 L, a)23)T3.6DTd(prompt.)Tj
/R1206 1f
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 D

In an accessibility checker, the same is true, however the dialog template has to
be somewhat more flexible since the problems can range from a missing text string
for a multimedia object to missing structural information for a table to improper use of
colour. In the following example, from A-Prompt, the author is prompted to add
alternate text for an image as part (8 of 20) of a correction run. Notice that, like the
spell checker, the prompt includes a statement of the problem (i.e. "missing alternate
text for an image"), the problem instance (i.e. earthrise.gif), and suggested fixes (i.e.
a suggestion from the alt-text registry, "An earth-rise as seen from the surface of the
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D

Anos1 h Microsoft product, FrontPage 2000, uses unintrusive alerts in its HTML
editing environment to indicate syntax errors.  As s1  author types, s1  syntax is
automatically checked.  T1  author is allowed to make syntax errors, but s1  colour
of s1  text signals s1at an error has been made.
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software that is accessible, and software that can be used by some assistive
technologies. 

[XHTML10] 
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